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How to Have Your Dream Wedding for Under $1,500Do you think it's impossible to have your

dream wedding for under $1,500? I assure you it isn't! This book shows you how! There are tips for

everyone from simple planning to aggressive saving!This book cover all aspects of wedding

planning to help you save money. From your wedding planning checklist and many tips on:-

Wedding Planning-Tips on saving money on everyone you have to hire for a wedding. Wedding

Photographers to the Justice of the Peace- How to save money on wedding invitations and

programs- How to save money on the wedding venue- Tips for for a wedding ceremony on a budget

and how to save money on the ceremony decor- Budget Wedding reception decorating- How to

save on wedding food and favors- Save money on your wedding dress and grooms attire- How to

save money on your wedding rings- How to save money on your Wedding Cake and a few

alternatives if you choose to go without one! - How to save money on wedding flowersYour wedding

day is undoubtedly one of the biggest days of you life, why start off this new and exciting phase in

debt? Save that money for an unforgettable honeymoon, or to buy that amazing house you will be

starting your family in! Just because you are wedding planning on a budget doesn't mean your

wedding has to look like it was done on a budget! If you are planning a wedding on a tight budgetNo

matter what stage you are in your wedding planning there are ways to help you save money! There

are ways to save for everyone, from simple to extreme. Save one ever aspect of your wedding to

help you stay on budget!This book is also for those who are getting married on a tight budget, and

want a beautiful wedding for, as the title says, $1,500.No matter what type of weddingThis book is

for any kind of wedding, rustic, beautiful, elegant, whimsical, modern and more! I give you ideas for

each one! Looking for wedding ideasThis book is also for anyone who is just simply looking for

wedding ideas. There are so many packed in here! Whatever your reason for reading this book, I

want to say thank you and I canâ€™t wait to help make your wedding dreams come true! Planning a

wedding is a fun and exciting adventure, but it can also be a very stressful thing to go through, as

well. If you are trying to save money, properly planning your wedding can be even more stressful. It

isn't impossible, though, to save money and have the wedding of your dreams if you are able to get

a little creative and very organized. You will need to set your budget, plan your details, and commit

to the task of making a budget-friendly wedding happen if you want to save money.About The

AuthorDanielle Leonard is the owner and blogger behind the popular blog, The Frugal Navy Wife

and the new blog Roadschooling with The Frugal Navy Wife. She is a former Navy Wife, and a mom

of 4 homeschooled kids. She blogs about ways to ways to save money, save time and save your

sanity on The Frugal Navy Wife and about her roadschool journey on Roadschooling with The



Frugal Navy Wife. Her Husband and 4 kids currently outside Harrisburg, Pa and are looking to get

on the road and travel full time by the end of the year. Check her blogs at

www.TheFrugalNavyWife.com and http://roadschooling.TheFrugalNavyWife.com Scroll up and get

your copy now!
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I love the idea of making a budget and breaking it down by items rather than finding the items first

and hoping they fit your budget. Lots of amazing tips & ideas. I do wish there were pictures of the

suggested decorations. I had a difficult time picturing some of the items based of the description.

Non the less I'd highly recommend this to anyone planning a wedding wether they need it under

$1500 or have a higher budget. I'd also like to add that if it's a military couple there are a few other

options that could get you a dress for free ðŸ˜Š

This is an awful book. Honestly, I am all for saving money and doing budget things and I'm so into

DIY... but the ideas in this book are very odd and not wedding like. The "prices" that are showed are



COMPLETELY off and unrealistic. She herself said that her wedding dress cost $180 yet she put

$100 budget for it on the list. And that a $250 or under budget will feed 100 people? I don't really

know where she is getting her numbers from. I'm sorry if I sound snarky but the book offered NO

help to me. Because I want to budget however I don't want to borrow other peoples art work and

have potted plants and balloons for decorations serve hoagies, pizza, and nachos for food. And I

don't feel comfortable asking people to bring a dish to serve 10 people. This is for a VERY backyard

and bare bones wedding. In my opinion, the author is trying to write a book about something that

she doesn't necessarily know well. I could be wrong though, but she eluded to spending 5K to 10K

on her wedding. So I just don't see the relevance of this book. The meaning behind it seems well.....

but not worth the $2.99... But I guess you get what you pay for...... And on a last note, it took me

about 15-20 minutes to read this book cover to cover.

Even if you have a limitless budget to spend on a wedding, there is no need to spend it all. Save

that money by using the tips in this book and use it for a down payment on a house or another idea

in this book. I have helped with quite a few weddings and I got some NEW ideas from this book!

There are definitely some cost-saving methods in here. Some were useful to me, some were not.

My dream wedding is definitely not what was described (I still want a nice, sit-down dinner!), but it

gave me some ideas to save a little bit of money.

Good advice, and most importantly this book provides a strategy. It encourages you to feel like you

can accomplish your wedding planning on a budget. I was a little disappointed at how short of a

read it was. It wasn't alot much more content than you find from articles written online.

If you're looking to get married on a budget, this is the book you want to grab! She gives you tips

and tricks for everything from decorating to the reception and everything in between! The tips are

modern, she includes them for every style of wedding and they're easily doable. A must read for any

new bride!

I've always been a person who doesn't believe in "fairytales". Many people are so geared around

these expensive extravagant weddings, that they fail to realize, they're spending more money on

the guests than themselves. The wedding is supposed to be about the unity of a couple. Why not

have an amazingly inexpensive wedding, and spend more money or the honey moon or other future



plans? I'm happy the author presented this helpful guide, it has certainly made the process easier

for me. -Gotta go, I have to get back to planning.

This book is wonderful! Lots of great ideas! I eloped and now 20+ years later I am helping my soon

to be daughter-in-law plan her and my son's wedding and this book has things I never thought about

and all on a realistic affordable budget!
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